MISSISSIPPI PRESS TRIP REQUEST FORM
Name of person or company requesting tour:

Mailing address:

Country:

Telephone:

Fax:

E-mail:

Cell phone:

What is the subject of your article?

Are you on staff with a publication or are you a freelance writer?

If a freelancer, is your article confirmed to be published? Yes

No

List name, address, telephone and fax numbers of publisher or employer:

Do you have a date for publication of your article or date of broadcast? If yes, when?

What is the circulation of the above listed publication or audience of the broadcast?

Will you be taking photographs for professional use? Yes

No

Video? Yes

No

Will you personally take the photographs to be printed with your article, or will a professional photographer be
accompanying you?

What mode of transportation will you be using to travel to Mississippi?

If you are driving into Mississippi, from which state or city will you enter Mississippi?This information will assist
in deciding from which point to start the itinerary.

What mode of transportation will you be using while you are in Mississippi?

If you are planning to drive yourself by rental car, are you comfortable with the rules of the road in the U.S.A., i.e.,
the speed limit, driving regulations, etc.?

How many persons will be traveling with you on the press tour?

List the names of the people traveling with you and explain why they will be accompanying you.

How many rooms are you requesting per overnight stay?

Indicate size of bed preferred for each room, i.e., single, double, king, and your preference of smoking or nonsmoking room.

Are you requesting a tour guide, or do you prefer to travel alone?

Do you need a language interpreter? If so, what language?

If an interpreter is needed, is it possible for you to bring an interpreter with you?

Be certain to indicate the lodging needs of the interpreter.

Are there any specific tourist attractions, geographic locations, authors, entertainers, cities, or historic places in
which you are interested?

What season of the year would be best for you to visit?

Please tell us about yourself, i.e., special hobbies or interests; what kind of music; art or theater you enjoy; special
dietary requirements; smoking or non-smoking preference; etc.

